Mass Graves Of Children Found Near Montreal, 13 Apr 2006

Another Duplessis Orphan Tells Of Being Tortured As A Child In CIA Experimentation Programs Using Nazi Doctors

Greg Szymanski, The Arctic Beacon, 13 Apr 2006

Pierre Sampson, now 60, is calling for justice an an open investigation to stop the murder of innocent children in government sponsored child experimentation programs. More than 50,000 children said to be illegally experimented but crooked officials on both sides of the border blocking investigation.

Another Duplessis Orphan has come forward with horror stories, including electro shock therapy, straight jacket sessions and mind altering drugs injections after being subjected to illegal government experimentation programs as a young child.

Pierre Sampson, 60, of Vancouver, Canada endured the torturous treatment for six long years until at the age of 14 when he finally escaped.

But thousands of other Duplessis Orphans weren’t as lucky, as investigators recently uncovered a mass grave outside of Montreal where the bones of hundreds of children are buried in a mass grave.

Called the “pigsty” since the grave site is located next to a hog farm, Rod Vienneau, whose wife was also a child victim, said a push is now underway to exhume the bodies with strong resistance from governments on both side of the border, both denying any involvement in the face of compelling evidence to the contrary.

“I have been researching this atrocity for more than 10 years since my wife went public about being abused as one of the orphans,” said Rod Vienneau this week on Greg Szymanski’s radio show, The Investigative Journal, regarding the Duplessis Orphans, who may number more than 50,000 and named after former Prime Minister Maurice Duplessis, a key figure in the child experimentation cover-up.

“We have documentation proving the link among with the CIA, the United States government and the Canadian government, all of them willing accomplices to the illegal experimentation of children.

“Thousands of children have died, thousands of others have endured great suffering and there remains about 3,000 surviving victims we know about who are still seeking justice. What’s even more astonishing is that the illegal experimentation is still taking place while we speak.”
Sampson, who went public for the first time in the United States on The Investigative Journal, is one of tens of thousands of children who were reduced to experimental guinea pigs by unscrupulous doctors, some known Nazi war criminals in a CIA program starting in the 1950’s

Recently, a Canadian high court in 2004 awarded damages to adult mind control victims in a related case, pinning the CIA with responsibility as well as their unscrupulous doctors, including Dr. Ewin Cameron.

For a further look at Dr. Cameron’s nefarious activities, a book called The Most Dangerous Game traces the history of top-secret CIA mind control operation MK-ULTRA: from the covert importation of NAZI scientists at the end of WWII, to the illegal brainwashing experiments conducted on the patients of psychiatric researcher, Dr Cameron.

The same type of testing Dr Cameron and others performed on adults is now being traced to innocent children, as advocates for the Duplessis Orphans contend their evil knows no age limits.

Regarding Sampson’s personal story, he said at the age of six he was transferred from a Catholic orphanage to a mental institution even though he was both mentally and physically sound as church and civil authorities overnight changed his paperwork, indicating he was mentally ill.

“After researching what happened,” said Sampson, who also appeared this week on The Investigative Journal. “The Church made a deal with the government to turn over perfectly healthy children in return for money, giving the doctors the ability to experiment at will since we were all considered insane.

“To this day my records haven’t been changed. Although I have never been mentally ill, my records still haven’t been changed.”

The link Sampson makes between the infiltrated Catholic Church and corrupted civil authorities is disturbing, indicating a consolidation of corruption not only in government but extending all the way to Rome and beyond.

According to Vienneau and Sampson, this inhumane treatment was accomplished with the full authority, cooperation and funding of the American and Canadian governments together with corrupted elements of the Catholic Church, one of the government’s main suppliers of children used like experimental guinea pigs.

“I hope one day we can get justice and remove this evil element of people from the continent,” said Vienneau. “How can we live in a society and trust a government who is killing our own children? These people will never admit to what they done and the only thing we can do is gather enough support among good people to have these corrupted leaders removed.”

Vienneau also outlined what his main motives are in seeking justice for his wife,
Sampson and the many other children abused by the illegal experimentation programs.

“Criminal acts: Horrific criminal acts were done to thousands of innocent children here on Canadian soil ranging from murders, tortures; disappearance of children; lobotomy's and experimental drugs and falsely labeling thousands of innocent young children from 1935 to 1975 and nobody has yet been held accountable for these free criminal acts done to the Duplessis orphans.

“Thousands of orphans were falsely labeled mentally ill, and today, this label still hangs heavy on the orphans shoulders, This label has not yet been erased, this alone is a criminal act.

“The Quebec government, the College of Physicians of Quebec; the Roman Catholic church of Quebec; the Quebec Public Trustee;(Guardianship) and the federal government of Canada and America have not yet acknowledged the harm done to thousands of young children here in Quebec.

“Constitutional Rights: The Quebec government took away the Duplessis orphans rights to defend themselves in a court of law since 1995, all though four members of parliament stated that the orphans could take a lawyer at any time for their case, but it has been 11 years now that many orphans have been trying to get a lawyer for their case but to no avail.

“Lawyer Daniel Lighter, told me flatly that the Duplessis orphans case is locked shut tight since over fifteen years. The Duplessis orphans have no Constitutional rights, it all boils down to a huge cover up.”

For more informative articles, go to [www.arcticbeacon.com](http://www.arcticbeacon.com)

Editor’s Note: It’s beyond the realm of human comprehension how newspaper owners in the mainstream lack the decency to mount an investigation for the memory of all the dead children and the many others who have suffered at the hands of corrupted politicians and church leaders.

By ignoring this story for more than five decades, major newspaper owners in the United States should be branded as co-conspirators along with the corrupted church leaders and politicians, who all march to the altar in lockstep every Sunday with the blood of the Duplessis Orphans dripping from their dirty hands.

Greg Szymanski
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**No apology for Duplessis' Orphans**
NBC Dateline will broadcast the tragic story of the Duplessis Orphans. This Award winning NBC network news magazine hosted by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips, whose ratings average 15 million viewers, will report on the plight of the victims. The viewers will learn about the events which led to the transfer of some 3,000 normal children from orphanages to psychiatric asylums from 1940 to 1960. This broadcast follows the Quebec Bishops' refusal to apologize to the victims and Premier Bouchard's refusal to compensate the victims.

The Catholic Church in Quebec, after consultation with its bishops, maintained that it has nothing to apologize for in its treatment of the so-called "Duplessis' Orphans".

Nor does the Church intend to give any financial compensation to individuals or contribute to a fund intended to assist the Duplessis' Orphans. The Church states that it has already given much and that it continues to give liberally. Moreover, they are ready to continue the community work they have been doing for years and are willing to help by offering counseling services.

The Church does not intend to apologize because such a gesture would constitute a disavowal of the historical work accomplished under difficult conditions by the religious communities, according to Mgr Pierre Morissette, Bishop of Baie-Comeau and president of l'Assemblée des évêques du Québec (Assembly of Quebec Bishops), Cardinal Jean-Claude Turcotte, archbishop of Montreal, and Mgr Maurice Couture, archbishop of Quebec.

After reading this declaration, the trio of bishops faced a barrage of questions from journalists. The Assembly of Bishops also stated that after the press conference, Mgr Morissette and the Cardinal Turcotte will not make any more statements on this subject.

The Church deferred blame to the families of the Duplessis' Orphans, stating that to be deprived of contact and affection of the members of one's family constitutes, in itself, a wound whose scars run very deep. They said that the Church sympathizes with these orphans who, placed in institutions or given up by their families, had to live such a childhood.

**Who are the Duplessis' Orphans?**

The approximately 3,000 surviving "Orphans" claim that, as children, they suffered abuse
while in the care of religious orders. The alleged incidents took place during the 1930's, '40s and '50s, under the regime of Premier Maurice Duplessis, hence the name, Duplessis' Orphans.

During this period, which became known as *la grande noirceur* (the great darkness), there was no state-run organization that was responsible for the care of orphans. They were left in the care of the religious orders that ran the orphanages. It is believed that most of the "Orphans" were children born out of wedlock.

Because the Quebec government could obtain more funding for mental hospitals than orphanages, ($2.75 a head per day instead of $.75), some schools and orphanages were transformed into psychiatric institutions in 1954 in order to qualify for funding from the federal government.

The Duplessis' Orphans claim doctors wrongfully labelled them as insane or mentally deficient and that once placed in psychiatric hospitals, they were treated as mental patients or used as free labour. The "Orphans" say they were subjected to treatments such as straightjackets, electroshock, excessive medication, detention and even lobotomies! The accounts of physical and sexual abuse are horrific.

The "Orphans" were eventually released with little or no formal education and medical records stating they were insane or retarded. They had little chance for a normal adult life. Many wound up on social assisstance and remain extremely vulnerable.

Now, the "Orphans" are demanding an apology from the Quebec government, the Catholic Church, and the medical profession for the way they were treated. The Bouchard government has already apologized and has offered a $3,000,000 compensation package, which the "Orphans" have refused. They feel that the package, which provides about $1,000 per orphan, is humiliating and insulting.

The Duplessis' Orphans Committee is calling for a public inquiry. The Quebec Ombudsman's office has already stated that the case has merit and the government's offer is inadequate. Based on settlements in similar cases, the "Orphans" compensation should be at least $60 to $100 million. The government has responded by correcting the medical files of those who were wrongfully diagnosed as being mentally ill.

The Church has refused to admit to any wrongdoing. According to Mgr. Cardinal Turcotte, the events have to be taken into the context of the era in which they occurred. The Church at the time had the sole responsibility for orphans and the nuns responsible for their care had to work under terrible conditions. If the Church hadn't taken them in, the "Orphans" would have been left to fend for themselves on the street.

The Church maintains that they did their best under trying circumstances. Mgr. Turcotte conceded that possibly normal children were placed in mental hospitals but if misdiagnoses occurred, then the medical profession should be held accountable, not the Church.

The Church has offered to give counseling, but the "Orphans" say that's not enough. They
are calling for all Catholics to boycott the collection plate, starting Oct. 3rd. Orphans and their supporters will greet parishioners and hand out information fliers. People will be asked to place part of the flier in collection plates instead of money.

After the press conference, Bruno Roy, himself a victim and now a writer and president of the Committee of Institutionalised Duplessis Orphans was livid. "They absolutely refused to apologize and they are assisting in an operation of disinformation. And now they are treating us with contempt." Roy said. "When I think that the Pope has just said that the Church was going to recognize its historical wrongs. Really, there is no doubt, that Quebec is a distinct society."

Roy is one of the few "Orphans" who has managed to cope with his emotional scars. A retired teacher with a doctorate in literature, he was 11 when his orphanage, Mont Providence, was reclassified as an asylum.

Once again, noted Roy, the Church has placed the blame on mothers who threw their children out on the street. However, contends Roy, it was the sermons and the finger-pointing of the Church which caused many unwed mothers, under threat of alienation, to abandon their offspring. "You are sinners!", the women were told.

**Hidden from History:**
**The Canadian Holocaust**

**More Canadian Horror!**

It wasn't that long ago that me, Nancy Mayer, Irene Deschenes and George (a Duplessis orphan) followed the Canadian Bishops from their conference in Cornwall to a church in Kingston, Ontario, where they planned to co-celebrate mass. We planned a VERY SMALL demonstration..3 women and an aging man. I carried a sign that said: "Female victims ignored" and Nancy, Irene and George carried crosses with a heart in the middle with the words "sexual abuse" written in red. A formidable group!

A priest told us to get off church property or he would phone the police. A Catholic woman tried to form a physical barrier between the "protestors" and the bishops. The priest/pastor hissed at the woman: "Don't talk to them!" The bishop's had security tightened and they entered their bus without a word to the 4 "terrorists" who were held at abeyance.

**Duplessis orphans call for exhumations: Aim to show children were experimented upon**

National Post
Saturday, June 19, 2004
A group of orphans are fighting for the bodies of children to be exhumed from an abandoned Montreal cemetery in a bid to discover whether they were the subject of medical experiments. The group has hired a lawyer to ask a court for permission to dig up the bodies of the children, who were also orphans, and perform forensic examinations.

Rod Vienneau, a spokesman for the orphans, said, "We want to show that these people were the victims of medical experiments such as lobotomies." There were about 20,000 orphans during the 1940s, '50s and early '60s -- generally called the Duplessis era, after Quebec premier Maurice Duplessis -- who were handed over to various religious institutions.

Thousands were labelled mentally deficient and sent to asylums and other church-run institutions because the nuns running the establishments received larger subsidies for the mentally ill.

The group's lawyer, Daniel Lighter, said, "If there is evidence of this kind of activity, then it would certainly be important evidence in a suit against the government, church and doctors."

Mr. Lighter said it will take several months to analyze whether there is enough proof to persuade a judge to order the exhumations. Many orphans were sexually abused and forced to work in slave-labour conditions. Some claim as well that many were subjected to medical experiments inside the asylums.

Albert Sylvio, 62, was a Duplessis orphan who lived at St. Jean de Dieu in the 1950s. He said that during that time, he transported about 60 bodies of fellow orphans from the operating rooms to the basement morgue. "I undressed them and washed them and prepared them for burial," he said. "We put them in cardboard boxes. Some of them were children." He said the bodies were then taken to the cemetery and buried in unmarked graves.

"There was never any ceremony. Some of these people died on the operating table. Some had been sick and some had committed suicide." The medical experiments are alleged to have been performed on living orphans.

Paul St. Aubain, another Duplessis orphan, said he was lobotomized at age 18 at a mental hospital in Joliette called St. Michel Archange. "I wasn't ill," he said. "They did it without my consent, without my permission. They were experimenting with me. I was a prisoner." Mr. St. Aubain, 52, said he spent 25 years in various mental institutions run by nuns in Quebec and during that time saw "other orphans who were lobotomized."

He said doctors also gave him electroshock therapy and numerous psychiatric drugs. Mr.
St. Aubain now lives on welfare in Joliette. He cannot work. A Quebec law passed in 1942 allowed the nuns to sell unclaimed bodies to medical schools for $10. Many dead orphans, whose names and identities had been changed or erased, were dissected. What was left of their bodies was buried in cemeteries such as St. Jean de Dieu.

One government registry indicates there were about 2,000 bodies buried at the St. Jean de Dieu cemetery, which locals called the "pigsty" because it was next to a hog farm owned by the nuns. At least 42 were children.

How many orphans ended up as cadavers for anatomy students is not known because hospital registries have disappeared from government archives or were never properly filled out.

The practice of selling unclaimed cadavers to medical schools continued into the 1960s. In 2002, a group of 1,100 orphans settled with the government for about $25-million for wrongfully placing them in mental institutions. Other Duplessis orphans, who had been placed in religious institutions and claim they were sexually abused, are still fighting for compensation.

----

"The hottest places in hell are reserved for those who in times of moral outrage retain their neutrality." (Dante, Inferno) Or, to put it more clearly: You are either part of the problem or part of the solution. The dye is cast.